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ABSTRACT

Social meetings in Virtual Reality (VR) are fundamentally different
from videoconferencing because the VR tracking data can be used to
render scenes as if they were in real-time, enabling people to go back
in time and experience discussions that they may have not attended.
Moreover, the tracking data allows people to visit the meeting from
any location in the room, as opposed to the single camera angle used
for video conferences. The current paper describes the methodology
of transforming tracking data around proxemics and head orienta-
tions of recorded avatars to nonverbally assimilate new users into a
recorded scene.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human-centered com-
puting (HCI)—Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality;

1 INTRODUCTION AND PRIOR WORK

The proliferation of social communication platforms highlights the
appeal of enabling nonverbal social interactions [6]. Many have
underscored the importance of addressing proxemics, people’s use
of space [7, 8], and eye gaze when constructing synchronous virtual
social gatherings [2, 9]. Meanwhile, a typical consumer currently
records and reconstructs social events through videos. To that end,
researchers have also explored manipulations of avatar appearance
of pre-recorded single-person videos [4].

While there have been a handful of research projects which trans-
form gaze and distance between avatars or agents [1, 5], the opportu-
nity to apply such algorithms to recorded VR situations is unique
given the rise of social VR, and the ability to record the tracking data
from any collaborative discussion. Consequently, there remain un-
tapped opportunities for augmenting and transforming pre-recorded
meetings for asynchronous participation.

To address this, we present an exploratory work on the design
space of asynchronous social interactions, where a participant joins
a pre-recorded group discussion in VR. By systematically analyzing
gaze and proxemic patterns of small group discussion recordings,
we transform these recordings to use as renderings for individuals to
nonverbally “join” in the future. We first used previous theory and
findings to determine how one might transform nonverbal behavior,
and then used a bottom-up analysis of a large-scale social VR dataset
to instantiate those parameters.

2 RECORDINGS OF SOCIAL VR MEETINGS

We studied recordings of social VR discussions in the ENGAGE
social virtual reality platform, where 137 university students engaged
in a medium-group sized discussion with 5 to 8 people while wearing
Meta Oculus Quest 2 headsets and holding hand-held controllers [3].
We recorded the positions and orientations of each participant’s
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Figure 1: Our transformations of asynchronous VR social interactions
for a three-person discussion. (a-1) User view of the original scene.
(a-2) Top-down view of the original scene. (b-1) User view of the
scene after proxemics and gaze transformations. (b-2) Top-down view
of the scene after proxemics and gaze transformations, where the
green circle indicates the position of the user.

head and hands. This large-scale dataset enabled us to extrapolate
typical gaze and proxemics insights, which allowed us to further
design and implement transformations on any recording. Since eye
gaze direction is not adjustable in ENGAGE, transformations on eye
gaze direction were performed on head orientation (yaw and pitch).
Figure 1 shows an example transformation.

3 DESIGN FACTORS

3.1 Proxemics Manipulation
In order to spatially include the belated guest while maintaining
appropriate social distances between all participants, we manipulated
proxemics. Furthermore, seeing that users typically gathered around
a circle for each recorded discussion, we implemented a procedure
that places the user as part of an enclosed circle. To do this, we
begin by picking an arbitrary belated guest position, “the gap”, in
close proximity to the pre-recorded group discussion. Following
this, we perform a gradient-based optimization scheme such that
the distance between each pair of users (including the guest) is
iterated to approach a parameterized social distance dsocial . As this
procedure transforms user positions into points evenly spaced on a
circle with a diameter roughly matching dsocial , the choice of dsocial
depends on group size, with larger groups using larger dsocials as to
maintain appropriate interpersonal distances for social interactions.

3.2 Gaze Manipulation
3.2.1 Remapping Gaze after Proxemics Manipulation

Changes in participant positions following proxemics manipulations
could distort relative gaze directions. To correct distorted gaze di-



rections, we implemented a gaze remapping procedure. Figure 2
shows a schematic example of this procedure. We first define the
physical boundary by connecting lines emitted from each partici-
pant’s position that is perpendicular to that participant’s position
and the center of the group (red dotted lines in Figure 2a). We then
emit a ray (dotted rays in Figure 2a) from each participant (dots
in Figure 2a) in the direction of the gaze and record the position
of the collision point between the ray and the boundary, which we
refer to as the original gaze targets (xs in Figure 2a). We proceed
to calculate the transformed gaze targets (xs in Figure 2c) using a
triangulation-based cubic interpolation transformation derived from
the mapping between the original positions (small dots in Figure
2b) and the transformed positions (large dots in Figure 2b, dots in
Figure 2c) outlined in Section 3.1. Finally, we derive the updated
head orientations (yaw) from the new gaze targets.

Figure 2: Gaze Remapping of one frame for a five-person discussion.
The black circles in (b) and (c) show the position of the new user.

3.2.2 Inserting Gaze towards the Uninvited Guest
We consider two questions for inserting gazes toward the guest: how
long should each gaze be, and how fast should the head turn prior
to and after each inserted gaze? To answer these questions, we
examined the original tracking data. An analysis of gaze instances
from unaltered recordings revealed a large variation of gaze durations
and a wide range of head rotation speeds for frames prior to and
following each gaze. Further, we found that the duration of gazes
from one avatar to another varied depending on the distance between
the dyads as well as their roles in the conversation (speaker vs. non-
speaker). Thus, to insert realistic gazes, we leverage the rich gaze
information in each recording by sampling existing gaze instances,
and biased sampling towards gazes occurring at similar distances
and conversation roles.

More concretely, we start by extracting each gaze instance from a
reference recording, noting its gaze duration, the roles of the person
looking and the person being looked at (speaker vs. non-speaker),
and the distance between the dyad. Then, for a group of size n,
we select evenly spaced timestamps for inserting gazes such that
a gaze is assigned to each user every n inserts, where the order of
users within each block of n inserts is further randomized. For each
insert, a reference gaze instance is randomly selected from a set
of k samples with the most similar distances with the same pair
of conversation roles (non-speaker towards non-speaker, speaker
towards non-speaker). The gaze is then added by first orienting
the avatar’s head towards the gap position for the same duration as
the reference instance. We finally interpolate frames prior to and
after the added gaze using the same head orientation speed as the
reference instance until the transformed orientation converges with
the original orientation.

We quantify the amount of added attention for inserting x gazes
for every user, rattention, as the average ratio of time for added fixed
gaze to the total amount of transformable time across all participants.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We transformed group discussions using the proposed set of tech-
niques by directly altering the recordings of VR meetings described

in Section 2. Each participant’s avatar position in the horizontal
plane is manipulated following the proxemics manipulation detailed
in Section 3.1. To ensure that the new user is standing at the desired
location, we placed an invisible chair at “the gap” to anchor the
user. While the current work does not feature formal user testing,
the authors examined about ten of the 137 conversations across vari-
ous group sizes in the belated guest conditions and iterated on the
algorithm design and choice of parameters between the ten sessions.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

VR allows people to attend previous meetings anywhere in the vir-
tual meeting space. For this reason, we see VR as a powerful tool for
not only reconstructing social interactions but also providing experi-
ences that are uniquely personalized and augmented from what had
actually occurred. In this ongoing project, we reimagine how users
can experience social VR meetings they had not attended previously
by exploring the design space for transforming proxemics and gaze.
While this work scratches the surface of what is possible of asyn-
chronous VR interactions, much research is needed to understand
and quantify the potential benefits of such augmentations.
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